
Opinion 

HE nob!e Houyhnhnrns are paragons of 
reason. They have no conceptions or ideas 

of what is evil in a rational namre. "Their 
grand maxim," according to Swift, their cre- 
ator, "'is to  cultivate reason and to be wholly 
governed by it. Neither is reason among them 
a point problematical as with us, where men 
can argue with plausibility on  both sides of 
the quedon;  but strikes you with immediate 
conviction, as it needs must do  where it is not 
mingled, obscured, o r  discolored by passion 
and In~erest.~' 

What Captain Gulliver finds most striking 
in the contrast between men and skis noble 
rase of horses is that the perfect rationality of 
the Houyhnhnms lifts them entirely above she 
vagaries and vicissioudes s f  opinion. ''1 remem- 
ber it was with extreme di%culryq9' he says, 
66tthat 9 could bring my master to understand 
the meaning of the word opinio~, or how 
a point could be disputable; because reason 
taught us to aGrm or  deny only where we are 
certain, and beyond our knowledge we cannot 
d o  either. So that controversies, wranglings, 
disputes, and positiveness in false and dubious 
propositisns, are evils unknown among the 
Houyh~hnms." 

Among men it is not the meaning or' "ogin- 
ion" but s f  "knowledge" which sauses trou- 
ble. If men had no  conception of knowledge 
as all, as the Mouyhnhnms seem to have 
nc conceptisam 0% opinion, they \voaald find 
themselves disagreeing about many matters 
of opinion, bat probably not abaur the na- 
ture of opinion itself. The great controversies 
concerning opinion in the q d i t i o n  of west- 
ern thought ail relare to its disiinciion from 
;cnowledge, both with regard to the diRerence 
in their respective objects and with regard to 

she way in which ehe mind works when it 
knows and when it opines. 

Only when something better than opinion 
is proposed as attainable do  the characteris- 
tics of opinion come to  be questioned. That 
something may stand in relation to  opinion 
as certainty to probability, as fast t o  conjec- 
rure, as adequate to  inadequate knowledge, as 
demonstrarion to  persuasion. The chief source 
of disagreement about the nature of opinion 
seems to be the meaning of the other t e rn  in 
the comparison. Yet a few commenly recog- 
nized features of knowiirledge-if that is taken 
as the contrasting tern-throw some light on 
the charac~eristiss of opinion. Certain things 
which are never said about Icwowledge seem to 
Se generally said of opinion. 

AN OPINION, it is said, may be either true o r  
false. But knowledge is never said to be :false. - ..-or a grezt many writers, though not for ail, 
doubt and belief are attitudes of mind v~kalch 
accompany xhe holding of opinions, but not 
the possession of knowledge. l t  is possible to 
opine and doubt at the same rime, but nor 
to know and doubt. Belief overcomes doubt 
with respecr to opinion, but in those matters 
in which the mind is convinced of the tmeh oa' 
its judgments, an act of belief does not seem 
tq be necessary. 

in the sense in which belief implies a wi84ing- 
ness to assent where assent might reasonably 
be withheld, beilea' seems to be appropsiate 
10 opinion bu? incompatible with know!edge. - ? h e  opposite of an opinion may be reason- 
ably maintained, sr~hereas the opposite sf that 
-jshich is Llmown must be error or falsehood, 
and therciore untenable. The traditional dis- 
tincrion between axioms and postulates (or 
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assumptions) exempiiiies :his diikrence be- 
Tween kalowledge and opinion. If a proposi- 
tion is axiomatic, ies son'raary must be false. 
%ut if somezhing is proposed as an assumption 
to be raien for granted, then its opposite can 
also be postulated, and probably will be postu- 
lated by chose who are unwiZling to  grant what 
has been proposed. "What we firmly believe," 
Russell declares, "if it is neither knowledge nor 
error . . . may be called probable opinion. Thus 
the greater pare of what would commonly 
pass as knbw1edge is more or less probable 
opinion," 

This last point in the comparison of knowl- 
edge and opinion appears to  have political 
signifisamce. It is not merely that men are 2c- 
csastomed to expect more disagreement in the 
sphere of politics than in science; they taka 
a BiRei-ent atritude toward sslentifis and po- 
litical controversy, BageBy because one is sup- 
posed to  occur in the domain of !<nowledge 
and the other in the realm of opinion. Men 
speak of having a @kt to their own opinions, 
which inc!laQes a right to  persist in them de- 
spite the conflicting opinions of others. The 
notion of a right t o  a certain obstinacy 'in dif- 
fering from one's fellowmen seems to  foilow 
from the nature of opinion and to accord with 
its disrcinction from knowledge. With regard 
to  matters concerning which it is supposed 
that Lnowiedge rather khan opinion is possi- 
ble, disagreement way of course occur, but 
neves without the expectation that reasonable 
men should be able to reach agreement on 
the disputed point by reexamining the faces. 

The diflerences between men ~ ~ h i c h  we 
appeal so a consensus to  resolve arc differ- 
ences of opinion, not know!edge. Sometimes 
conflicts of opinion cannot be settled in any 
other manner, and for practical purposes it 
way be nesessapj to accept zhe opinion of the 
rnajori~r~ The theory sf  majority rule rziises 
many ~iuesdons on which ehe greae books take 
opposite views, but for the most part h e y  re- 
strict rhe application of she theory to matters 
of opinion. Dispute$ issues in mathematics or 
other theorerical sciences are sel&sm, if ever, 
settled by counting heads. The weight of num- 
bers seems to be pecu?ia~%y relewans ,to m a -  
suring ihe vvorrrh sf conflicting opinions. "HE 

all matters not contrary to faith," TscgueviBle 
tells us, "'one must defer to   he majority." 

The traditional censiderarion of opinion 
naturally divides, therefore, into two major 
Wines of discussion. The Srse deals with elae 
f'eoretical problem of the difference between 
knowledge and opinion, and involves such re- 
lated terms as doubt, belief, faith, certitude, 
and probability. The second assumes that dis- 
tinction for the most part, and deals with 
the problems of decision and responsibility in 
the sphere sf opinion-the problem of liberty 
of conssience, of freedom oh' thought and 
expression, of majorities and minorities, and 
of individual judgment in dificcalt cases of 
conscience. 

THE DasTrnrcTrobi between knowledge and 
opinion is sometimes made in terns of a digei-- 
ence in their objects, and sometimes in terms 
of a difference in the way the mind works 
when it !cnows and when it opines. These two 
modes sf difkrenrtiation may, of course, sup- 
plement one another-the object of opinion 
being such that the mind muse operate in a 
certain way with respect to it. The same au- 
thors usually treat the matter both ways. But 
woe all the great books in which these things 
are discussed use the words ""kwwHedge" and 
""opinion" to signify the basic opposition. 

Locke, for example, says that '*the mind 
has two faculties conversant about tmrh and 
fa~sehood: first, knowledge, whereby it ces- 
tainly pe~czives and is nndoubted2y satisfied of 
the agreement or  disagreement of any ideas; 
secondly, judgment, which is the putting ideas 
together, or separating them from one another 
in the mind, when aheir certain agreement o r  
disageement is not perceived, but pfesamed 
to  be so." To the faculty of judgment belongs 
"'belief, assent, or  opinion, which is eke admit- 
ting or  receiving of any proposition for ewe, 
npon arguments or proofs that are found so 
persuade us to receive it as true, without cer- 
tain Icnswledge that it is so." 

As demomtr2tion is to  persuasion, as cer- 
zainty Is to  pmbabiliay, so for Locke k1:swinmg 
or  perceiving stands,ao judging or presuming, 
Orhen, like b!;lume, tend $0 use the term %e- 
I .  r l ev  r s  in the place of 'o~inion' as the opposite 
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of 6kknovviedge'; or, like Spinoza, to  assign 
opiniort along with imagination t o  the domain 
o i  inadequate as opposed to adequate know]- 
edge. But such differences in vocabulary d o  
not seem to obscure the fact that these authors 
are making distinctions which, if not identical, 
are at least analogous. 

A certain parallelism or analogy exists be- 
tween different statements of the objects of 
knowledge and opinion. The knowable seems 
to have the properties of necessity and im- 
mutability, of universality, clarity, and distinct- 
ness. That which is contingent and variable, or 
confused and obscure, ii usually regarded as 
the object of opinion. 

Plato, for example, says that that which is 
apprehended by intelligence and reason "al- 
ways is, and has no becoming," whereas "that 
which is conceived by opinion with the help 
of sensation and without reason, is always 
in a process of becoming and perishing and 
never really is." As understanding and reason 
divide the realm of knowledge, whose object is 
the immutable being of the intelligible forms, 
so fancy and perception divide the realm of 
opinion, whose objects are the sensible things 
which come to be and perish. 

According to Aristot%e, the object of science 
is the essential and the necessary, the object of 
opinion the accidental and the contingent. T o  
whatever extent sensible particulars involve 
contingent accidents of all sorts, they belong 
t o  opinion, while she intelligible essences of 
things, universal in the sense of being common 
to  many individuals, belong to  science. The 
parallel which so far seems to be present be- 
tween Plato's and Aristotle's statements of the 
objects of knowledge and opinion does not 
continue when we consider the consequences 
of their analyses. 

For Aristotle, it is possible to  have scientific 
knowledge as well as probable opinion about 
the changing things of the physical world, to  
the extent that these things are both intel- 
ligible and sensible, and have aspects both 
of necessity and contingency. But for Plato 
the realm of besominag belongs exclusively to  
opinion, as the quite separate realm of being 
belongs exclusive%y to  knowledge. In conse- 
quence, A_pisxtstl& enumeration of the sci- 

ences includes physics along with mathematics - 

and theologygr, whereas the study of the phys- 
ical world does not yield a science, according 
to  Plato, but only, as he says in the Timae~s, 
"a likely story9'-a plausible composition of 
probable opinions. 

At first glance, Hume seems to  provide a 
closer parallel to Plato. "A11 the objects of 
human reason or  enquiry may naturally be di- 
vided into two kinds," ke writes, ""ueaeions of 
ideas, and matters offact." Objects of the first 
sort are capable of demonstratively certain 
knowledge, e.g., the mathematical sciences. 
Matters of fact, which include questions con- 
cerning the real existence of anything or the 
causal connection of one thing with another, 
do not permit demonst~ation. They are ob- 
jects of belief or  opinion. 

Ht would seem, therefore, that H u m ,  like 
Pliato, regards the objects of knowledge and 
opinion, or science and belief, as belonging 
t o  altogether distinct realms. They even seem 
to  agree that physics cannot be classified as a 
science, though the probabilities it establishes 
may be quite sufficient for action. But this 
agreement must be qualified by the fact that 
the realm of ideas is for PBato the reality which 
changing things image, while for Hume ideas 
have no reality at all. They exist only in the 
mind, which obtains them from the impres- 
sions of sense-experience. 

A parallel between Hume and Aristotle 
might also be d~awn,  at least insofar as both 
connect opinion with the contingent-that 
which can be otherwise. If the opposite of a 
proposition is not impossible or  does not Bead 
to self-contradic~ion, then the proposition and 
its contrary are matters of opinion. This cri- 
terion, in Aristotle's terms, excludes all self- 
evident and demonstrable propositions. Such 
propositions, for both Hume and AristotPe, 
express knowledge, not opinion. Yet Aristotle, 
unlike Hume, does not seem to  think that 
the real existence even of immaterial beings 
is indemonstrable, or that no necessary son- 
nections can be discovered between sause and 
effect. 

I 

THESE EXAMPLES might be extended to  in- 
clude similar observations concerning Locke, 
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Spinoza, Kant, V7illiarn James-in fact, al- 1Montaigne. ""How many times ?Me change our - 

most every writer who distinguishes between notions! byhat I hold goday and what f be- 
kno~vledge and opinion by reference to char- lieve," he co&inues, "1 hold believe it 
aczeristisallg diflerent objects. In fhe tradition with ail my belief. . . 1 could not embrace or 
of western thought the major controversies preserve any truth :with more strength than 
concerning the objects of knowledge and this one. I belong to it entirely, I belong to it 
opinion occur with regard to  the kind of being trtnly.,But !?as it not happened to me, not once, 
or  reality assigned to  each type of object; and, but a hundred times, a thousand times, and 
in consequence, with regard to  applications of every day, to  have embraced with these same 
the distinceisn. One writer treats as knowledge instruments, in this same condition, something 
what another, by apparently the same crite- else that I have since judged false? . . . we must 
man, calls opinion. The term "pinion' gets its become wise at our own expense. If I have 
skeptical impact from this circumstance. The often found myself betrayed under just these 
skeptic never denies that men can form opin- colms, if my touchstone is found to  be cordi- 
ions about a given subject; be denies that the nariily false, and my scales uneven and insor- 
topic can be a matter of certain or unquestion- rest, what assurance can I have En them this 
able knowiedge. time more than at other times? . . . We should 

Skepticism 2pproaches its limit when it is remember, whatever we receive into our un- 
maintained that everything is a matter of ogin- derstanding, that we often receive false things 
ion. At the furthest extreme, it is sometimes there, and by these same tools that are often 
said that nothing is either true or  false, though contradictory and deceived." 
Arisroele and others ague  that such skepticism 
is self-destructive since the proposition 'noth- MONTAIGNE E::EMPTS religious faith from the 
ing is true or false' is inconsequentia% if it is uncertainty of all beliefs or  opinions which 
false, and self-contradictory , if it is tme. But man arrives at through the unaided eEorts of 
the proposition 'everything is a matter of opin- his senses and his reason. 'Though we must 
ion' can itself be an opinion, and its opposite "accompany our faith with all the reason that 
an opinion also. is in us," we must do so 66a9~~ays with this 

The position which Montzigne takes in the reservation, not to think that it is on us shat 
Apokogy for Raymond Sebond is not the pro- faith depends, or that ~ u r  efforts and agu-  
visional skepticism of universal doubt in order ments can attain a knowledge so supernatural 
to discover the foundations of certain knowl- and divine." Faith is disting~ished from ordi- 
edge. It is rather a resolute skepticism which nary belief, according t.3 Montaigne, only if it 
reduces all human judgments to  the status of enters into us "by an ext~aordinapy infusion." 
equally tenable opinions anid gives man no What is an article of Saiak to one man may, 
hope that he will ever be ab'ae to  do better than however, be merely a matter of opinion to 
adopt opinions on insla%cient grounds or else another. This seems to be generaally recognized 
suspend judgment entirely. No  axioms, as- by all who differentiate religious faith kom 
cording to Montaigne, have ever won the m i -  secular belief. The diEerence lies not in the 
versa] consent of mankind; no demonstrations object, baa in rhe canses of belied. 
have ever escaped the need ro assume their ini- Those who distinguish jetween lrnowledge 
tial premises. Unless men beg she question in and opinion also admit shat a difference in ebe 
this way, they cannot avoid an infinite regress way the mind judges is able ro produce either 
in reasoning. There is no pro~ssitiosr about k~bwledge or  opinion concerning the same 
which men hav~e not disagreed or changed their object. It is impossible, according !o Aristsrle, 
winds. Illusions and hallucinations suggest the for the same mind wi:h regard ro she same 
pervasive nnreliability of she senses, as errors object to know isrand spine at the same rime. 
of judgment and reasoning suggest the radical A given individualp for example, cannot hold I 

infirmity of the mind. 2 proposition of g e o m e q  ao be true both as 
6 'E1~7~ diversely we judge things!" writes a matter sf knowledge and of opinion. Bur 
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this does not prevent the individual ~ v h o  once 
held the proposition ro be true merely on the 
authority of his :each-and thus as a mas- 
ter of opinion-from subsequendy leslrning 
the reasons for its truth and thus coming to  
know what formerly he merely opined. T ~ F I ~  
individuals may likewise assert the same tmsk 
in diRerent ways, the one as knowledge, the 
other as opinion. 

The irradikional a c c ~ u n t  of the digerence in 
the astivity of the mind when it knows and 
when it opines appears so involve PXO related 
points. The point which both Plato and Aria- 
totle emphasize is that the man who knows 
does not merely assert something to be tme, 
but "gas adequate reasons for doing so. The 
swth of right opinion is no less true than the 
truth of knox~ledge. It diEe~s, as the discus- 
sion in Plaao's Meno and Tkeaek~zs seems to  
show, in that rRe man of right opinion cannot 
explain why what be asserts is true. He can- 
not give the causes of its tmth, or trace its 
connections with other cmrhs whish help to  
demonstrate it. The facr that an opinion is true 
does nor prevent its being o?~ewurned or  given 
up, since without adequate reasons it is inse- 
(cure against attack. Unsupported by reasons, 
opinion is not only unsazble as compared with 
knowledge, but it is aho unteachable in the 
sense in whish know!edge can be ?.earned. and 
taught. The man of right opinion, unabie so 
exp9ain satisfactorily why he thinks as he does, 
cannot help others understand the ri&tness of 
his opinions. 

Russell writes of she duaiism regarding 
knowsr%edge of truths: "We may believe what is 
false as well as what is tme. %'e know that on 
very many subjects different people hold dif- 
ferent and incompatible opinions: hence some 
beliefs must be erroneous. Since erroneous be- 
liefs are often held just as strongly as m e  be- 
liefs, it becomes a d i6c~Pt  question how zhey 
are t o  be distinguished from rrue beliefs. Wow 
are we to  know, in P given case, rhat our belief 
is nos errrosmeous? This Is a qsesrion of ehe 
greatest dificulry, to  which no complesely sat- 
isfactory answer IS po~sib'ie.~~, 

The other charasrerizar~apw of the mind's 
astlviey in forming opinions seems ro !allow 
horn she preceding obsen~ation. Hf reasons do 

not determine the mind to shink ;his ~ a t i ~ c f  
' 

than that7 what is rhe cause oi its jiasigiient? If 
the mind is not compeS!ed by zke abjeea 
considerahion to think of it in a c~rtain?  gay, 
v~ilil$at does move :be m i d  in its acz 136 assei?~ 
or  dissent so chat which is ~roposed? To such 
questions, zhe .hraditionaI answer seems ro be 
wish OP desire, whether an act of iree choice 
on the pan of fhe will or an inc?inasion derer- 
mined by the driving power of the emotions. 

Pascal makes this point when he observes 
chat there are two ways in which men come 
to  think as they do. The more natural way 
"is that s f  the nndewsanding, for one shouid 
only agree EO demonstrated autks; bus the 
more usual . . . is akae of the ?~!ilB; for a11 mew 
are ne&y always led ro beiieve, not by proo$ 
but by inzslination." Mobbes simi!ar!y diEeren- 
tiaees knowledge, which ress supon definitions 
and demonstrations, horn the opinions or  be- 
liefs which the mind adopts, not as the result 
of reasoning, but by an act of will. 

The assent sf reason is not, ascording to  
Aqoinas, subject t o  command by the will in 
respeca to  a14 waltsers on which the reason can 
judge. If "that ~xhish the reason apprehends is 
such that it natnra41y assents thereto, c.g, first 
principles, it is not in o m  power t o  2Esent to  
it or  to  dissent. For In snsh cases," he holds, 
"assent follows natbra3$, and csnseqesendy, 
properly speaking, is not subjest to  our com- 
mand. But some things which are apprehended 
do not convinse the 1~te1Bect to such an extegt 
as not t o  leave it frce to assent or dissent, or  
at lease suspend its assea or disseat for some 
cause or  other; and in such things, assent ior 
dissent is in our power, and is subject 20 our 
command." Knowledge, it would seem, con- 
sists in those judgments wherein the mind is 
moved to assent soiejy by the matter being 
considered, whereas all marrers about vrhish 
we are free to make up our minds one way or  
the other are matters of opinion. 

Though they va3ry in she terms of $heir 
analyses, Descawes, Locke, and Hume segm 
asso xo agree ghat when the mind is moved 
to assent by :he reiaaipns it ps~ceiires between 
ideas, especially 17vhe- !these are .!ear md dis- 
tinct, it l<imws bey~nd doubt or rke pcssibility 
of error. But when rhe mind, lacking srech in- 



mirive or raeional grounds, nevertheless forms 
a judgment concerning what is not evidelgt, 
then the ~esult  is opinion ente~alned as merely 
probable, accompanied by doubt, and subject 
ao CIPO~. 

Far Bescartes, :he will, freely ewerc-clsed, - 
moves ehe mind to such fzllibie: judgments. kx- 
cept when it Is so moved the mind, responding 

T. to  its object alone, is naturally infzllible. ro r  
Hume, the mind is Ace to imagine whatex~er it 
pleases, but its beliefs are deteimined by a sen- 
timent or feeling of insfinsrive origin, "vvhich 
depends not on the a ~ i l l ,  nor can be com- 
manded at pleasure." The issue bemeen those 
who connect opinion with free will and those 
who deny that beliefs are vol~nmtarily 5orrned is 
discussed in the chapter on W!LL. jt does not 
seem to affect the faidy general agreement on 
the point that opinion is an act of the mind 
caused by some:bing cihe~ than the object itse!f 
which the mind is c~nsideriezg. 

DOES THIS DISTINCTION between knowledge 
and winion exhaasstiarely divide all the acts of 
the miid? As we have seen, Montaigne appears 
to reject both alternatives and substitutes in- 
stead supernatural faith and ordinaiy bdief. 
Aqninas, on the other hand, accepts Lnovd- 
edge and opinion as exhaustive on the plane sf 
ithe mind's natural operations 2nd makes A-: 
gioas faith a supernatural alternative .;o both. 

He  calls faith a mean or intermediate be- 
tween science and opinion because he con- 
c,~ives it as hatling some of ihe characteristics 
,of each. ""To believe," he says, "is an act of zhe 
intelles~ assenting so the truth ar the command 
of $he will." Ym this faith resembles opinion. 
The act of faith is due ,to the will  ath he^ than 
to the rational evidence of the object. Faith is 

r *  "the evidence or ewinags nnseenz." But bi th  also 
resembles science becanse the a5rnations of 
faith have the certitude or heedom from 
doubt which charasrerizes knowledge. Ac- 
cctrding zo Aquinas, faith has greaser certitude 
than naei;rziI !<now%edge, since, as intellec~ilal 

G6 slirtnes, science,  wisdom, and understanding 
. . . are based upon ,{Re naenml light of reason, 
which falls skor:r: ci the cereitsade of God's 
word, on :ghich kith is iou~ded." Faith diEtrs 
from knowledge in that zhe object of faith 

exceeds the intellect's sompre5~nsion. That is - 

why fzith requires an act of the will to move 
the inrellecr to assene; bue whereas ordinary 
opinions are adopted by a man's own voiizion, 
Aquinas attributes faith ao God. ""Faith," : ~ e  
writes, ""as regards the assent which is the chief 
act of faith, is from God moving man inwardly 
by grace." 

Just as skepelcism with respect to  science 
sakes she form of reducing all human judg- 
rnests to  opinion, so skepticism with respect 
to religion takes the form of attributing all 
belief to purely naturai causes. If Freud is cor- 
rect that all befiefs are the product s f  wishful 
thinking then it is difficult eo separate religion 
from superstition or prejudice-or even, per- 
haps, t o  separate science from religion. 

James finds the will to  believe in science 
as well as religion. Like Freud, he explains 
belief in terms of emotion and desire. 6LWill 
and Belied, meaning a certain relation bemeen 
objects and the Self," he writes, "'are two 
names for one and the same psychobogical phe- 
n~menon ,~ '  Except for those necessary truths 
which concern only ideaal relationships, the 
mind in thinking about reality is free to  choose 
between alternative theories, in the sphere of 
science as well as in religion. 'To believe is t o  
attribute reality t o  a theory. Though the op- 
emtion of the will to believe is not for James 
entirely independent of objective criteria, neir 
ther is it mainly determined thereby. 

""That theory will be most generally be- 
lieved," he says, "which, besides offering us 
objects able to  account ior our sensible ex- 
perience, also oEen those which are most in- 
teresting, those which appeal most urgently to  
our aesthetic, emotional, and active needs. . . 
So-called %scientific9 conceptions of the uni- 
verse hal~e so far gratified she purely integlec- 
ruaZ interests more than the mere sentimental 
conceptions have. But. . . they leave the emo- 
tional and active intereszs cold. The peq5ect 
objecf of Belief wou6d be ks Cod or 'So%! of 
the Wop.!d: ~epresettted both optimistGQl1y sand 
moy~kisticaliy {if such a combination couh! be), 
and witha! so definitely conceived as to show 
gs zuky o w  henomeml expet.ienczs shoaM be 
sent $0 ~s by  Him 9n j ~ s t  zbtb.7~ very way in which 
they come.97 
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OPINION RAISES moral and political as well as 
psychological issues of ?iberty. One of them 
is the problem of freedom of discussion. This 
problem has aspects which belong to other 
chapters-freedom in scientific inquiry to Scr- 
SNCE, freedom in asistic or  poetic expression 
to  ART 2nd POETRY, freedom of conscience 
and worship to RELIGION, freedom in teach- 
ing to  A EDUCATION, and rhe general issue of 
freedom of thought and speesh to the chapter 
on LIBERTY. Yet what is common to  all these 
related questions seems to  be determined by 
the nature of opinion, particularly in its dis- 
tinction from knowledge. 

None of the books whish argue for free- 
dom of expression-Mileon9s Areopwgitica, 
Loske9s letrer CcncemsFdg Toleration, or J. S. 
Mill's essay O n  Lib~dy-defends the right to  
disseminate error o r  fakehood knowingly. 811 
of them argue that the individual who claims 
the right ;o be heard is morally bound by the 
duty to speak the tmth as it appears to him. 
Nor do  those, like Plaso and Wobbes, who 
recommend political censorship seek thereby 
to  fortify the state by suppressing truth. Hn say- 
ing that the sovereign should "judge of what 
opinions and doctrines are averse, and what 
conducing eo peace," Hobbes observes that 
""shoggh In matters 04' doctrine, nothing ought 
t o  be regarded but the tmth, yet this is not 
repugnant to regulating $Re same by peace. For 
doctrine repugnant to peace can no more be 
true, than peace and concord can be aga i~s t  
the h w  of narure." 

Since knovsledge as distinct horn opinion 
has the charactcs of inconerovertib8e truth, 
the issue of freedom or censorship cannot be 
stated in terms of knowledge. Beat what some 
men hold ro be know%edge others regard as 
opinion. The issue of free expression applies 
aherefore to eke entire range of human thought 
on the smppcrsition that no proposition or doc- 
.srine is swernpe from csntroFrersy, and no hu- 
man judgment secure from sontradic:ion. This 
supposition does not abolish the distinction 
between knovlrjedge and opinion; nor sloes it 
flout the law ~f corateadisj;ion by,treating op- 
posite answers eo rhe same question as in fact 
equally true. 

6 8  In !orma1 logic," writes 'Vhitelnead, "a 

contradiction is the signal of a defeat: bur in 
the evolution of real knowledge it marks rhe 
first step in progress towards a viceory. This 
is one great reason for the utmost toleration 
af variety of opinion." Whitehead ~ h u s  agrees 
with Mill, that for the pursuit sf am&, such 
toleration is necessary. 

"If all mankind minus one were of one opin- 
ion, and only one person were of the contrary 
opinion, mankind," according to Miil, 6'wo~1d 
be no more justified in silencing that one ger- 
son, than he, if: he had the power, would be 
justified in silencing mankind . . . The peculiar 
evil of silencing the expression of an opinion 
is, that it is robbing the human race; fgoste~iq 
as well as the existing generation; those who 
dissent from the opinion, still more than those 
who hold it. If the opinion is right, they are de- 
prived of the opportunity of exchanging error 
for truth; if wrong, they lose, what is almost 
as great a benefit, the clearer perception and 
livelier impression of truth produced by its 
collision with error." 

Mill advances four distinct reasons for rec- 
ognizing " h e  necesiity to the mental well- 
being of mankind (on vthich all their other 
well-being depends) of freedom 9% opinion, 
and freedom of the expression of opinion. . . 
First, if any opinion is ~ompe~Ped to silence, 
that opinion may, for aught we can certainly 

;kr,ow, be erne. T o  deny this is to assume 
our own infallibility. Secondly, though the si- 
lenced opinion be an e ~ o r ,  is may, and very 
commonly does, contain a portion of tmth; 
and . . . it is only by the collllsion of adverse 
opinions that the remainder of the truth has 
any chance of being supplied. Thirdly, even if 
the received opinion be noe only true, but the 
whole truth; unless it is sangere$ to  be, and 
actually is vigorously and earnestl:~ contested, 
it yill, by most OKC ehose ywho receive it, be held 
in the manner of a prejudice, with little com- 
prehension o r  feeling of its rational grounds. 
And not only &is, Sat, fourthly, the meaning 
of the doctrine itseaf will be in danger o.i being 
loss, o r  enfeebied." 

The aim is not to perpetuate controversy; 
nor is it to keep a91 docrrines perpetually ow the 
h e !  of debatable opinion. "As mankind im- 
prove," Mill ~writes, '"he number of doctrines 
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which are no longer disputed or doubted will 
be constantly on the increase; and the well- 
being of mankind may almost be measured by 
the number and gravicy of the truths which 
Rave reached the point of being uncontested. 
The cessation, on one question after another, 
of serious controversy, is one sf the necessary 
incidents of the consolidation of opinion; a 
consolidation as salutary in the case of true 
opinions, as it is dangerous and noxious when 
the opinions are erroneous." 

As Mil% argues the case for freedom of 
thought and discussion, it appears to be based 
on :he hypothesis that the public debate of all 
matters, carried on without any restricnion ex- 
cept those minimum restraints needed to pre- 
vent violence, sewes the end of separating tme 
from false opinion and, by the clarification 
of opinion as well as the correction of error, 
discovering the reasons which turn opinion 
into knowledge. It is not to multiply opinions 
but to advance knowledge, not to encourage 
skepticism but to  invigorate the search for 
truth, that Mill advocates the submission of 
all matters to open dispute so long as any dis- 
agreement remains. 

His fundamental principle, like that of 
Loske, sonsists in divorcing political horn 
logical criteria. Logically, the disputants may 
stand opposed to each other as one who 
knows and one who merely opines, or as one 
~ ~ h o  holds a true and one a false opinion, or 
even as one who enjoys God's gift of super- 
natural faith and one who lacks such lighe; 
but considered po8itica91y9 the opponents rep- 
resent a conflict of opinion, with each party 
equa9ly deserving she benefit of the doubt that 
it may have the rrnth on its side. Hf the state 
were t o  intervene, it would be deciding a dis- 
puted question, not by reason, glut by force, 
in an area ro which force is inapplicable. 

"The business sf  laws," kocke writes, "is 
not to  provide for the truth of opinions, but 
for the safety and security of the common- 
wealth, and for every particular man's goods 
and person. And so it oughz co be. For the 
tm-~arh certainly would do well ;enough id she 

. were once left to shift for herself. . . She is not 
taught by lavvs, nor has she any need of force 
to procure he:. entrance into $he minds s f  

men. Errors indeed prevail by the assistance of 
foreign and borrowed suscours. But if Truth 
makes not her way into ehe understanding by 
her own light, she will be but the weaker for 
any borrowed force violence can add t o  her." 

Those who argue that state censorship is 
justified, whether the matters whose debate is 
prohibited are speculative or practical, moral, 
political, or theological, appear to extend the 
safeguarding of the common good beyond se- 
curity from immediate peril of violence; or to  
proceed upon the hypothesis of sufficient wis- 
dom in the rulers to discriminate unerringly 
between tmth and falsehood. Those who dis- 
tinguish between; church and state with regard 
to  censorship tend to  limit the application of 
ecclesiastical authority to  questions of faith 
and morals, on which the church is supposed 
to  have supernatural guidance in deciding 
what is true or sound. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF majority rule in matters of 
opinion seems to be opposite to  the principle 
that the voice of a minority should be heard. 
To  settle a difference of opinion by taking a 
vote gives a decisive weight to  numbers which, 
it may be thought, is as illegitimate as resolving 
a debate by force. But when it is necessary to 
legislate or to  act, debate must be terminated 
and issues resolved. 

On speculative questions, which may be 
answerable by knowhedge rather than by opin- 
ion, and with respect to which agreement may 
be possible, the end of truth seems to be 
sewed by permitting discussion to go on as 
Bong as reason opposes reason. But if the dis- 
cussion is for the sake of determining acrion 
and if, in addition, ahe subject under discus- 
sion is strictly a matter of opinion concerning 
which it is possible for reasonable men perpet- 
ually to  disagree, then it may be necessary to  
appeal to some principle other than reason. 

Traditional political theory appears to offer 
only two solucisns. One principle of decision 
is to follow she opinion of a single man-an 
absolute monarch or an elected chief magis- 
trate-whether 3r not that one man also has 
the wisdom commensurate wish such respon- 
sibility. The other princidle is to  accept the 
opinion oi the majority. According to  Aristot- 
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Ie, this second principle is operative in every ernment which should be submitted to regre- - 

.form of government except absolute monar- sentative assemblies and decision by majorities 
shy. It is not only in democracy, he szys, from those which should be solved by experts. 
that ""te greater nuinber are sovereign, for But even on matters subject to deliberation by 
in oligarchy, and indeed in every government, representatives of the people, Mill advocates 
the majority rules." It is characteristic of ev- such measures as plural voting and minority 
ery form of constitutional state that "what- representation to offse~ the sheer weight cf 
ever seems good to the majority sf  those numbers and prevent its being the decisive 
who share in the government should have force in settling political differences and deter- 
authoriq." mining action. 

Considered in this way, the principle of ma- Such qualifications of the principle of ma- 
jority rule leaves open ehe question whether jority rule do not seem necessary to those who, 
the majority should be a preponderance of the Bike Wousseau, think that "the general will 
many or the few. Should it be a democratic ma- Is found by counting votes." What Rousseau 
jority or, according to  some aristocratic stan- says of any individual opinion applies to mi- 
dard, the majority of the few who are wiser, nority opinions as well, namely, tkat when a 
more expert, or more virtuous than the many? contrary opinion prevails, it proves tkat what 
\Jitk regard to some questions, Aristotle sug- the minority ""ohoght to be the general will 
gests, the multitude may be a better judge than was not so." On the question of how large 
any individual, even rhe most expert. "'If the a majority should be decisive, he thinks that 
people are not uteedy degraded, although indi- "the more grave and important the question 
vidkaally they may be worse judges than those discussed, the nearer should the opinion that 
who have special knowledge, as a body they is to prevail approach unanimity . . . The more 
are as good or better.9' the matter in hand calls for speed, the smaller 

The opposing claims of rhe greater nurn- the prescribed difference in the number of 
ber and the more competent, as well as the votes may be allowed to  become." 
possibility of combining the merits of both, There is, according to  Wousseau, o d y  one 
are discussed in the chapters on DEMOCRACY political decision which requires unanimity, 
and ARI~TOCRACY. The problem of majority and that is the decision to  enter upon the 
rule also appears in those chapters as a fac- social contract, to  set up popular government 
tor jn the theory of representation, especially under which individual liberty endures as long 
the question considered by Mill-whether the' as "the qualities of the general will still reside 
representative shall exercise his own judgment in the majority." When the principle sf major- 
or act on the opinion of the majority of his ity rule is unanimously adopted, each indlvid- 
constituents. ual agrees to  substitute the genera1 will for his 

Mill tries to  separate those problems of gsv- own particular opinion. 


